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About This Game
You are a young exorcist Alonso that starts a dangerous adventure. You will face the real evil - Sargatans. A bloodthirsty and
terrible demon has challenged you, and now you need to start your own investigation by pursuing him. In "The Exorcist" you
will be scared, so much scared...
You will start a dangerous adventure and encounter the real hellspawn in the modern Italy. The game keeps the player in
suspense for a long time.
Can he defeat the devil, who took away innocent people's souls?
Can he make revenge on the terrible demon Sargatanas for spoiled human lives?
But don't forget that Sargantas is not the only demon who should be defeated!
Features:
— Unusual setting
— there are no analogues on the store
— Not a linear plot
— Your decisions are affecting the whole world
— An opportunity to be an exorcist
— A plenty of easter eggs
— Based on real exorcism stories
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First things first, this is a hidden object game, so you should be aware of whether or not that's your thing before you consider
purchasing.
Unfortunately, even for someone who enjoys hidden object games, I can't really recommend this one.
Positives
+Interesting setting in 19th century Japan
+Music is really nice
+The backgrounds are very pretty and make good use of colour
+No voice acting, so I don't have to listen to some painfully dire actor hamming it up
Negatives
+Hilariously terrible cutscenes and character sprites
+You're brought back to the same scenes again and again, often looking for the same things over and over again. This is a huge
cop-out in a game that consists only of these hidden object scenes, and that only lasts a couple of hours anyway
+The mini-games are ridiculously easy
Buy it on sale for a quick mind-numbing distraction or if you want the Steam achievements, but I can't recommend paying full
price for it.. Let's get this out of the way - this is a 7 hour game. It shouldn't take you much more than that to complete.
What we have here is a mash up between a rogue-like dungeon crawl and tetris. You are given blocks that fill out dungeon space
that you decide where to drop to complete a castle. Each room can have any number of things - from enemies to loot. Once you
finish the level's requirement, you're allowed to leave.
There are three playable characters and three "worlds" that have different enemies, but that's about all. You'll earn materials to
upgrade cards that can either be purchased and brought into a castle or found within.
The game mechanics are very simple, which makes it easy to learn, but it's clear the game is relying entirely on this gimmick to
carry it. It's not very deep and there's little to upgrade.
Character differences are largely based in starting stats and those kind of even out once you're leveled enough.
It's a good time waster, but not much more than that.
Five dollars is reasonable for this game.. Nice pack. Thanks!. Reminds a lot of Heroes of Might and Magic, for 2009, very
outdated, but fun to play.. When I started this game, I figured it would be a nice little platformer. Sure, the knock back was
beyond even what Castlevania made you work with, but hey, I could deal with it. That is, of course, until I reached the autoscroller that obscured your vision... then the knock back became a major issue.
Speaking of auto-scrolling, I assumed that the first one would also be the last; you know, just toss in that old convention of the
platformer needing at least one of them. I could deal again, I personally don't like them, but I assumed I had gotten the worst out
the way, or at least half of it, since sometimes they toss in a second one just to remind you that this is an NES style platformer.
Boy was I wrong, as the last half of the game is almost nothing BUT vision obscured auto-scrollers!
So now that the fun had been completely sucked out of the game, I reached the vertical auto-scroller pulled straight out of
Castlevania III... except, again, with obscured vision, because that never gets old, right? Only it came complete with checkpoints
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that were designed in such a way that enemy spawns could kill you within two seconds of your own spawn for that authentic
controller snapping frustration of losing your last life by getting knocked off a small platform by a giant eyeball within a second
of respawning.
This game falls under Nintendo hard to be sure, but such a thing is divided into two camps; cheap and an actual, well
constructed challenge. When I die, I feel like it's not because I lack skill but because I was cheated: the knock back, the fact that
I cannot see anything while the screen pushes me along, the blunt and forced memorization in order to get anywhere in half of
the game, all of the slam head into brick wall until it gives tactics are in full force in this game. While this may appeal to some,
or perhaps many, it doesn't do a thing for me.. On first-run you'll just get full flickering black screen. Press Alt-Enter
immediately to switch to windowed mode. Works on Windows 7 64-bit.
Great gem of a business simulation; more in-depth than Capitalism II especially in setting up farming for crops. Need to
consider soil fertility, rainfall and climate in order to select the best location to build a farm. Also harvesting and planting
seasons need to be taken into account so that the farm can be built at the correct time.
Best part about the game is the IQ like challenge of setting up the interior layout of your firm, be it department store or factory.
You're limited to 3 x 3 squares so clever arrangement of facilities and linking is needed to maximize utilization of space and
workflow.
You'll learn the basic common raw materials needed to produce certain goods so the same mining facility can be used to supply
raw materials for other production facilities making other goods. Of course since this is only a game, some simplifications are
needed in representing the depth and complexity of real-life industries due to technical limitations of PC and the broad range of
industries potrayed in this game.
The other interesting aspect is the in-depth stock market simulation. You can learn a lot about it here without risking real
money. You can lose the game in a hostile take-over by the AI corporation. Conversely, you can win by the same method or
monopolizing all industries and supply chain from mining or farming to production to retailing.
Con: no background music and low-res 4:3 windowed mode. The original CD has redbook audio and the music keeps the game
fresh and add a sense of urgency.
Summation: No other game like it for years except for Capitalism II which is a bit simplified but has similar a product and
industry range.
Recommended if you get it in a bundle deal, not as a standalone purchase because of the missing music. I got it for about an
average price of US$0.35; ofcourse other games in the bundle maybe worth more so this is only a median price. Here is the
bundle (6 days left as of this writing) https://www.bundlestars.com/en/promotions/retroism-pick-mix
Probably the best business sim ever to hit the market. 8/10. Demo was fun to play, so I didn't hesitate before I pressed "Buy" in
a full version! Love it!. fun, challenging, nice soundtrack, ... and frusriting
you will die a lot, but the feeling of beating a hard level is satisfying. Let me get this off my chest, I HATE this artstyle. I think
this is one of the worst looking games I've ever seen. If they had only chose a better looking art style then I would like this game,
but it's way too ugly and unappealing
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One of the VR titles I recommend most. Simple and delightful with a wonderful sense of dimentionality and kineticism; it hits
many of the marks that VR seems purpose built for.. the best Call of Duty DLC, total 6 maps 4 for multiplayer and 2 for the Coop special ops
worth the 15$. [I'm not here to talk about the fact that there is no 18+ sh*t for this movie]
I just want to say that this was the first experience if even had with any kind of anime,
and this is probably also the best movie\/ series i'll ever watch!
Not gonna lie, the drawings and animations are AMAZING!
The storyline is also really good, kept me interested all the time!
Wouldt totally recommend this to anyone who is looking for a awesome movie, and isn't afraid to spend some money
on it!
Btw, Chocolate is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing ADORABLE!
* And yea, I know there is also a lot of 18+ and sexual bullsh*t around, but I am not going for that... *. Disclosure: I
know the author of this game, slightly. Ran into him recently and he mentioned he'd written a game; I asked to playtest
it. He offered to give me a free copy; I declined and bought one for $0.99 through Steam.
I like the idea of minigames-within-a-game. I love the premise of finding purposeful glitches. As it currently stands, it's
more of a few minigames with great graphics than a single coherent game. Read on for details.
I tried clicking on the receptionist, the fountain, the pictures, some of the extra doors, some of the people and objects
upstairs, and the two empty desks and the empty conference table upstairs, in the hopes of being able to interact with
them; nothing. Would be really cool if some little stuff happened in the process, especially funny things, whether or not
those things end up affecting the game as a whole. More texture. More things to discover. Suggestion: once the player
gets upstairs, let them choose one of the empty desks to sit at; once they click on the computer (any part of it), then
switch to a job-assignment screen and tell them to go to the end of the room and watch the video; then come back here
to their terminal after each bug-testing run.
My favorite part of this game so far is the landscape in the trees-and-cows-and-mountains section. I love the openness
and the layout and the fun feeling. Very pretty and colorful. Nice textures. Leaves probably wouldn't be falling
randomly from a blue sky, but they look nice.
I didn't like how scripted (to use someone else's review wording) the action was. Yes, I could wander around at will a la
Minecraft; no, I couldn't try things freely a la Minecraft. I didn't like being assigned specific actions to do until a glitch
showed up. An improvement to this would be to have a list of things to do (vacuum leaves, put apples into basket,
sweep) and several tools to choose from, and let the user wander around in any order and see what happens when they
use the "wrong" tool to do something. It's pretty enough to want to wander in for a while - and I'm wondering what
that bench up on the hill is for. Loved the look of the fountain. The glowing gold was neat but random - would be better
if you could collect it here and use it elsewhere (like in the mine, or with the cows). The dirty fountain was funny.
My least favorite aspect thus far is the extremely slow movement. Felt like I was plodding along instead of moving at a
normal pace. This was especially annoying when trying to vacuum leaves, as I couldn't get anywhere near leaves before
they hit the ground.
I figured from the beginning of that section that it'd likely be vacuuming cows instead (as the glitch) but my first few
attempts to vacuum a cow (or a leaf, or a tree, or anything else) did nothing. In fact, in that section I was doing nothing
until after a few minutes a cow-vacuuming was finally successful, which was boring :( The zombie apples were funny
but nonsensical - and as a programmer I can see the appeal of showing a self-counting bin - but this bit would be even
funnier if you were to feed apples to a cow or a horse or if the bin were to change and look zombified at some point.
Take the humor a step further.
Wasn't sure what the point of the platform-jumping area was. Other than one jump that made it to a nearby platform,
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I always fell down and then reappeared at the initial spot. Thinking that perhaps the glitch would show up if I were to
jump in a different direction, I turned around and walked off the side or back of the initial platform. I fell down,
down, down... looked up as I fell and saw the platforms receding above me... but no glitch report. I didn't fall into a
void, as in Minecraft; I didn't fall through to somewhere else; I didn't bounce. I just stopped. At that point I could
"walk" but everything looked the same on the ground, so there was no apparent point. I tried hitting "F" to file a bug
report and was told there weren't any bugs to report. Could not seem to get out of that part of the game with "Q" or
ESC or anything; had to quit. Seems to be a gameplay bug.
Another minor glitch: if you look down at the ground, you can see the shadows of the items you're holding, such as the
leaf vacuum, but you yourself don't cast a shadow. Would be nice for the character to cast a shadow.
I took a bunch of screenshots with my Mac, forgetting that Steam has a different screenshot procedure, and can't seem
to upload the screenshots I took to the game. Happy to send those directly to the author (you know who to ask to get my
contact info, or LMK here and I'll send them via that person).
Would like to hold off on my recommendation until the author has had some time to revise and improve it. I know he's
somewhat new to this field and I can see has a lot of great ideas. I really did love the fields and cows and the humor in
that whole part of the game. So - great start; it has a lot of potential. Please first speed up the walking(!!!!!) and add
some more variety\/flexibility and I think you'll have something. As it is right now, it's not quite a recommendable
game yet - feels a little too incomplete and disjointed. But very close. Update and improve it a bit and I'd feel happy
recommending it.. Going through my entire library in 2018 and checking out games I've never launched:
The game launches, shows splash screen, then craps out a popup saying "Program will be terminated". So instead of
actually trying the game, I had to leave it stuck on the popup for 5 minutes so I could write a review. 10/10.. Having
never played any tower defense or micromanagement games, this is an amazing introduction to the genre. It's fun and
witty. This is actually one of the most addictive games I've ever played.
Pros:
You actually get attached to your characters and feel like the best landlord in the world even though you're Satan and
your plans are actually to raise an army to destroy civilization.
It makes you reflect on how you judge people in real life: You're not going to let an unemployed, cigarette butt
collecting cheep cheep bird rent your property without some sort of social assistance.
The demons and monsters have kids, get promotions, etc.
Cons
If I was a real landlord, I wouldn't be giving into the creatures' unrealistic expectations. ie: Giving them a 3D TV.
This is actually some of the most fun I've had on my PC in the past month, Highly reccommended.. I like this game
conceptually, but I can't recommend it at its current build. There's too little content to justify the current price of
$10.99. The dev seems active on the project, so there could very well be a lot more girth to the game in the future, but
again it feels extremely Early Access at this point.
One issue I have is the requirement to forward ports to host a game, especially since the userbase is so small right now.
When I've played, there were no games running. This meant I forward ports so my friends and I have a sever to play
on, or we can't play the game. While not hard to do, I'm not setting dedicated IPs and forwarding ports for a game.
Steamworks should be implemented in a multiplayer only game (currently only multiplayer), or in the least a dev server
should be running 24\/7.
All that said, the Dev seems to be working towards these goals. So as long as you're ok jumping on the bandwagon
really early, and you're ok setting your network up to play, this might be your kind of game. It currently feels a little
underdevelped and too price heavy for me, however.. I'm giving Gumball Drift a recommendation but with provisions.
Please read before you buy and please note I am using the HTC Vive.
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The premise of the game is simple and exactly what you see in the description. Playing the game however is nothing
like the previous arcade racers this is baced upon but more akin to racing radio controlled cars...and it works well to a
degree.
The usual power ups and earn cash to unlock better cars is there. The tracks whilst basic in some respects are enough
to kepp you on your toes. Visually it's basic cartoon style graphics, very much akin to games from 10 years ago but it is
rendered brightly and clearly within your VR enviroment and seated or standard gameplay (or both) poses no issues. I
could as much sit down to race my cars as I could stand up and walk around my play area. In fact it some cases it was
preffrable to stand up and move. My only issue here was that there is no reset view, which whilst not problematic was
annoying when you wanted to play seated but had to stand up (and turn my back to my PC) and move just to get a
better view. Please add a reset button devs...or at least make it clear where the reset view option is if it's implemented (I
could not find it).
A huge bonus for this game is also the fact that the dreaded VR sickness is a complete non issue in this game.

However, there are 2 big elephants in this VR room. First and formost is the lack of support for the Vives motion
controllers (and I suspect future Rift Touch controllers). This could just as easily be capable of controlling the cars but
the support simply isnt there. If you do not own a game pad, you cant play. The second is the price of this title. I bought
it in the Steam sale and paid £8.99 (down from £14.99). This is not a £15 game in my opinion, even taking the VR part
into account (so pick it up on sale). Not a bad game at all (lot of fun infact) but for the stanard price I'd recommened
plenty of other games over this (at least in the case of Vive owners).
. unofficial patch someone? ANYONE!? HEEEEEEEEEEELP!!!
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